End-of-the-Semester Report to the Steering Committee | Spring 2024

Actions Taken Throughout the Semester

- Dean Neil Romanosky of Michigan State University Libraries. The University Committee Libraries became an official standing committee.
- Jackeline Iseler chair
- Sabrina Curley as secretary
- Information sharing and suggestions from the members on the following topics:
  - Libraries space strategy, informed by space playbook developed with brightspot strategy. There are evolutions in library space and the directions to take. Space paradigms have been undergoing large shifts recently. Libraries no longer have the singular main function of housing collections and physical books. Wanting now to prioritize people, connections, and programs as well.
  - Redesign of the discovery solution for the Libraries catalog
  - Collections Strategies Current State, including supports for open access
  - Libraries Liaison and Entrepreneurship Services presentation
  - Open Educational Resources
  - Development and fundraising priorities of the Libraries
  - Conversation with the Director of the MSU Press
  - Overview of the Vincent Voice Library

Projected Activities for Fall 2024

Seek input from the committee as outlined in the charge.